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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] Ethernet is the preferred protocol for many types of networks because it is flexible, decentralized, and scalable.
Ethernet comprises a family of frame-based computer networking technologies for local area networks (LANs), and
defines a number of wiring and signaling standards for the Physical Layer of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
networking model and a common addressing format and Media Access Control (MAC) at the Data Link Layer. Ethernet
is flexible in that it allows variable-sized data packets to be transported across different types of mediums using various
nodes each having different transmission speeds. Synchronous Optical Networking (SONET)/Synchronous Digital Hi-
erarchy (SDH) are standardized multiplexing protocols that transfer multiple digital bit streams over optical fibers or
electrical interfaces. Due to SONET/SDH protocol neutrality and transport-oriented features, SONET/SDH is used for
transporting substantially large amounts of telephone calls and data traffic over the same fiber or wire without synchro-
nization problems. SONET/SDH network transmission standards are based on Time-division multiplexing (TDM). TDM
is a technology where two or more signals or bit streams are apparently transferred simultaneously as subchannels in
one communication channel but physically take turns on the channel. This is achieved by dividing the time domain into
a plurality of recurrent timeslots, e.g. of about same length, one for each sub-channel. As such, one TDM frame corre-
sponds to one timeslot per sub-channel.
[0002] WO2008/092389A1 discloses multi-component compatible data architecture. A backbone network comprises
a first switch comprising a first port configured to communicate a data stream via an
[0003] Ethernet interface, and a second port configured to communicate the data stream via a SONET/SDH interface,
and a second switch comprising a third port configured to receive the data stream from the first switch via the Ethernet
interface, wherein the first switch and the second switch are synchronized.
[0004] WO 01/69834A1 discloses a hybrid data transport scheme over optical networks. A frame is configured to be
transmitted on a network and store data packets in a plurality of channels. One or more of the plurality of channels may
be configured to store one or more fragments of the data packets. Each separated and linked by an offset pointer. Each
can also be any type, any length, and located anywhere in the frame including error portion and labels to control routing
of the payload.

SUMMARY

[0005] In one embodiment, the disclosure includes an apparatus comprising a switch fabric coupled to a plurality of
interfaces and configured to switch a plurality of universal service transport (UST) multiplexing (USTM) data streams
received from one of the interfaces to at least some of the other interfaces, wherein the switch fabric comprises means
for receiving the USTM data stream, wherein the USTM data stream comprises a plurality of time slots, a packet-switched
traffic, a circuit-switched traffic, and a data type transition indicator that separates the circuit-switched traffic from the
packet-switched traffic, wherein the data type transition indicator indicates a change of state between the packet-switched
traffic and the circuit-switched traffic, the switch fabric further comprises means for separating the circuit-switched traffic
and the packet-switched traffic using the data type transition indicator, a first switch for switching the circuit-switched
traffic, and a second switch for switching the packet-switched traffic, wherein the data type transition indicator is provided
using opcode fields in an encoding block, the opcode fields are used to indicate a set of UST transition signals, which
comprises start and end of different traffic streams.
[0006] In yet another embodiment, the disclosure includes a method comprising receiving a universal service transport
(UST) multiplexing (USTM) data stream comprising a plurality of timeslots, a packet-switched traffic, a circuit-switched
traffic, and a data type transition indicator that separates the circuit-switched traffic from the packet-switched traffic,
wherein the data type transition indicator indicates a change of state between the circuit-switched traffic and the packet-
switched traffic; separating the circuit-switched traffic and the packet-switched traffic using the data type transition
indicator; and switching the circuit-switched traffic in a first switch and the packet-switched traffic in a second switch,
wherein the data type transition indicator is provided using opcode fields in an encoding block, the opcode fields are
used to indicate a set of UST transition signals, which comprises start and end of different traffic streams.
[0007] These and other features will be more clearly understood from the following detailed description taken in
conjunction with the accompanying drawings and claims.
[0008] For a more complete understanding of this disclosure, reference is now made to the following brief description,
taken in connection with the accompanying drawings and detailed description, wherein like reference numerals represent
like parts.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a plurality of different traffic types.
FIG. 2A is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of a universal service transport multiplexing/demultiplexing
architecture.
FIG. 2B is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of transported traffic.
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of a UST switch apparatus.
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of a multipart opcode signaling unit (SU).
FIG. 5A is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of an encoding block.
FIG. 5B is a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an encoding block.
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of an encoding SU.
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an encoding SU.
FIG. 8 is a chart of an embodiment of a plurality of control symbols.
FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of a flow map.
FIG. 10 is a flowchart of an embodiment of a UST signaling method.
FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of one embodiment of a general-purpose computer system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0010] It should be understood at the outset that although an illustrative implementation of one or more embodiments
are provided below, the disclosed systems and/or methods may be implemented using any number of techniques,
whether currently known or in existence. The disclosure should in no way be limited to the illustrative implementations,
drawings, and techniques illustrated below, including the exemplary designs and implementations illustrated and de-
scribed herein, but may be modified within the scope of the appended claims along with their full scope of equivalents.
[0011] UST is a convergent transport and switching technology. The UST scheme may be used to map packet-switched
(or connectionless) traffic and/or circuit-switched (or connection-oriented) traffic into a single stream, which may be
transported on a link. The UST technology may provide convergent packet-switched and circuit-switched traffic transport
on a single link and support both packet-switched and circuit-switched switching, end-to-end network clock synchroni-
zation capabilities, and built-in inter-working with existing protocols that may support circuit-switched service emulation.
UST may be compatible with existing SDH/SONET networks and deployed as part of current or emerging packet-based
networks, such as Ethernet-based networks.
[0012] Disclosed herein are systems and methods for improving connectionless (or packet-switched) traffic and con-
nection-oriented (or circuit-switched) traffic switching using UST technology. The systems and methods comprise a
plurality of UST transitional encoding schemes that may be used to support UST, e.g. for SDH/SONET networks and/or
Ethernet-based networks. The UST transitional encoding schemes may be used to improve the mapping of TDM traffic
and/or Ethernet traffic in a UST transport link, e.g. based on a USTM protocol, by adding traffic transition information
without adding substantial overhead to the transport link/stream. Using the USTM protocol, the TDM traffic and the
Ethernet traffic may be multiplexed into a plurality of time slots and transported across a link. When the multiplexed
traffic reaches its destination, the TDM traffic and the Ethernet traffic may be demultiplexed from the transported USTM
stream. The UST transitional encoding schemes may provide improved UST signaling in the USTM traffic, e.g. to indicate
the transition of different TDM traffic and/or Ethernet traffic in the USTM stream without using substantial link bandwidth,
and thus may reduce link utilization or capacity. In the UST transitional encoding schemes, a plurality of operation codes
(opcodes) may be used in the USTM stream to provide different UST signaling indications, e.g. to indicate transitions
between different traffic in the stream.
[0013] FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a plurality of different traffic types 100, which may be multiplexed and
transported using UST. The different traffic types 100 may comprise TDM traffic 102 and Ethernet traffic 104. For instance,
the TDM traffic 102 may correspond to SONET/SDH networks and the Ethernet traffic 104 may correspond to Ethernet-
based networks. The TDM traffic 102 and a portion of the Ethernet traffic 104 may correspond to connection-oriented
traffic 106. Typically, the connection-oriented traffic 106 may be transported in a network via a plurality of configured or
calculated paths, e.g. using a plurality of network switches. Another portion of the Ethernet traffic 104 may correspond
to connectionless traffic 108. Typically, the connectionless traffic 108 may be transported between network nodes, e.g.
using network bridges, based on a destination address (DA), source address (SA), or both in the traffic. For instance,
the connectionless traffic 108 may be forwarded on a hop-by-hop basis with minimal processing at each node. The
connectionless traffic 108 may have lower priority than the connection-oriented traffic 106.
[0014] In an embodiment, the UST scheme may be used to provide transport, switching, and synchronization for the
different traffic types 100. For instance, a switch (not shown) may implement the USTM protocol to transport the different
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traffic types 100 from a source node to a destination node. The switch may also switch the different traffic types 100
between a plurality of source nodes and a plurality of destination nodes and synchronize their transmissions. Accordingly,
the switch may receive and multiplex the different traffic types 100 from the source nodes. The received traffic may
comprise the TDM traffic 102 and/or the Ethernet traffic 104, which may be multiplexed into TDM traffic 110, high
performance flow (HPF) traffic 112, best-effort packet (BEP) traffic 114, or combinations thereof. The TDM traffic 110,
HPF traffic 112, and/or BEP traffic 114 may then be transported to a second switch in, e.g. via a link/stream, using a
TDM scheme in their original format (or mode) without further packaging or encapsulation. The second switch may then
demultiplex the traffic, e.g. using the USTM protocol, into the originally sent TDM traffic 102 and/or the Ethernet traffic
104 and send the TDM traffic 102 and/or the Ethernet traffic 104 to their corresponding destination nodes.
[0015] The TDM traffic 110 and the HPF traffic 112 may correspond to the connection-oriented traffic 106 and may
have higher priority than the BEP traffic 114, which may correspond to the connectionless traffic 108. Based on the UST
scheme, the connection-oriented traffic 106 and the connectionless traffic 108 may be multiplexed and transported in a
single link/stream from a source node to a destination node. As such, the UST scheme may provide Quality of Service
(QoS) for high-priority connection-oriented-based services, legacy network compatibility (e.g. for SONET/SDH and Eth-
ernet systems), and substantial high quality network clock distribution and synchronization.
[0016] FIG. 2A illustrates an embodiment of a UST multiplexing/demultiplexing architecture 200, e.g. which may be
used to transport and/or switch the different traffic types 100. The UST multiplexing/demultiplexing architecture 200 may
be based on the USTM protocol and implemented in a switch, e.g. between a source (or ingress) node and a destination
(or egress) node. The UST multiplexing/demultiplexing architecture 200 may be used for transporting traffic for a plurality
of networks/technologies, such as Ethernet, SONET/SDH, optical transport network (OTN), or other networks. The UST
multiplexing/demultiplexing architecture 200 may provide transport, switching, and clock synchronization in a seamless
manner for the different networks/technologies. The UST multiplexing/demultiplexing architecture 200 may also provide
frequency, absolute phase, and absolute time transport and synchronization for the different networks/technologies.
[0017] Initially, the switch may receive TDM traffic 202 and/or Ethernet traffic 204 from the source node. The Ethernet
traffic 204 may be demultiplexed (e.g. using a demultiplexer (Demux)/routing agent (RA)) into high priority packets (HPP)
traffic 205 and low priority packet (LPP) traffic 206. The HPP traffic 205 may comprise connection-oriented traffic and
may be converted to HPF traffic 207 (e.g. using a HPF adapter). The LPP traffic 206 may comprise connectionless traffic
and optionally connection-oriented traffic and may be converted to combined packet flow (CPF) traffic 208 (e.g. using
a CPF adapter). The CPF traffic 208 may be demultiplexed (e.g. using a Demux) to obtain a first portion that may
comprise any connection-oriented traffic that has a relatively high priority and a second portion that may comprise
connectionless traffic that has relatively low priority. The first portion of the CPF traffic 208 may be multiplexed with the
HPF traffic 207 and the second portion of the CPF traffic corresponds to BEP traffic. Subsequently, The HPF traffic 207
(including the first portion of the CPF traffic 208, if any) and the TDM traffic 202 may be multiplexed (e.g. using a
multiplexer (Mux)) into USTM traffic 210, and hence transported via a single link/stream. The BEP traffic may also be
multiplexed with the TDM traffic 202 and the HPF traffic 207 in the USTM traffic 210 based on available bandwidth.
[0018] At the other end of the switch, the USTM traffic 210 may be processed in a reverse manner to obtain the original
TDM traffic 202 and the Ethernet traffic 204. The USTM traffic 210 may be first demultiplexed (e.g. using a Demux) back
into the TDM traffic 202, the HPF traffic 207, and the BEP traffic. The original CPF traffic 208 may be obtained by
multiplexing (e.g. using a Mux) the first portion of the CPF traffic 208 in the HPF traffic 207 (if any) and the second portion
of the CPF traffic 208 in the BEP traffic. The HPF traffic 207 and the CPF traffic 208 may then be converted back into
the HPP traffic 205 and the LPP traffic 206, respectively, which may then be multiplexed to obtain the original Ethernet
traffic 204 (e.g. using a Mux/RA)).
[0019] FIG. 2B shows the TDM traffic 202 and the HPF traffic 207 (including the first portion of the CPF) may be
transported by mapping this traffic to a plurality of provisioned time slots, e.g. within a periodic time window that may be
equal to about 125 microseconds (ms). The TDM traffic 202 and the HPF traffic 207 may have relatively high priority
and/or allocated guaranteed transmission bandwidth. As such, the periodic time window may comprise a plurality of
separate reserved time slots that may be allocated to the TDM traffic 202 and the HPF traffic 207. Typically, the TDM
traffic 202 may be mapped in original format into the corresponding time slots, e.g. without using additional UST signaling.
Further, the TDM traffic 202 may not support dynamic bandwidth reuse or allocation as the HPF traffic 207. For example,
the TDM traffic 202 may not be redistributed into additional or different time slots in the periodic window that are different
than the originally allocated time slots of the TDM traffic 202. However in some embodiments, the TDM traffic 202 may
be rate adapted and/or mapped to HPF traffic 207. As such, the TDM traffic 202 and the HPF traffic 207 may be mapped
into the same quantity of time slots and/or the same time slots in the periodic window. In this case, the TDM traffic 202
may support dynamic bandwidth reuse. In an embodiment, the HPF traffic 207, and similarly the TDM traffic 202, may
support dynamic rate adaptation by using a control symbol to suspend/pad some of the corresponding time slots.
[0020] Additionally, the lower priority BEP traffic may be mapped into any remaining time slots, which may correspond
to the remaining or available transmission bandwidth after allocating the TDM traffic 202 and the HPF traffic 207. The
remaining time slots may comprise unassigned time slots (indicated by empty boxes), where the TDM traffic 202 and
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the HPF traffic 207 are not transmitted and/or allocated bandwidth. The remaining time slots may also comprise idle
HPF traffic time slots (indicated by hashed boxes), where HPF traffic transmission is idle. For instance, the BEP traffic
may be mapped in to the remaining time slots in the periodic window in a dynamic manner on a byte-by-byte basis. The
BEP traffic transmission may be interrupted to transport other higher priority packets, e.g. the HPF traffic 207 and/or the
TDM traffic 202, by reallocating some of the time slots of the BEP traffic to the higher priority traffic. Further, the BEP
traffic may support dynamic rate adaptation by using a control symbol to suspend/pad some of the corresponding time
slots.
[0021] In some embodiments, the TDM traffic 202, the HPF traffic 207, and the BEP traffic that are allocated to the
times slots in the periodic window may transported in any combination and over any quantity of links/streams between
the ingress node and the egress node, e.g. in the switch fabric. For example, the three traffic types may be transported
over three separate buses within their allocated time slots in the periodic window. Alternatively, the TDM traffic 202 and
the HPF traffic 207 may be transported over a first bus and the BEP traffic may be transported over a second bus within
their allocated time slots.
[0022] In an embodiment, the USTM traffic 210 may also comprise UST transitional encoding to indicate different
transitions between different traffic in the USTM traffic 210. The UST transitional encoding may provide UST signaling
that may indicate the beginning and/or end of different traffic streams, e.g. TDM traffic, HPF traffic, and/or BEP traffic,
in the USTM traffic 210. The UST transitional encoding may improve the transport, switching, and/or synchronization of
the different traffic types in the transport stream. Specifically, the UST transitional encoding may be used to indicate the
transitions between the different traffic types in the transport stream without using a substantial bandwidth of the transport
stream, e.g. without using a substantial quantity of time slots in the periodic time window. Accordingly, a plurality of UST
transitional encoding schemes may be used to provide improved UST signaling in the USTM traffic and improve link
utilization or capacity.
[0023] Unlike the case of circuit-switched or connection-oriented traffic, which may be transported using fixed-band-
width methods, transporting packet-switched or connectionless traffic may require some control information, such as
knowledge about traffic activity and/or boundaries, for instance to take advantage of bandwidth sharing when transporting
TDM traffic. UST signaling may be embedded in UST traffic to provide such control information for multiplexed HPF and
BEP traffic in the transport stream. The UST signaling may provide similar functionality as provided by the Ethernet
physical layer, e.g. to indicate or identify the packet boundaries. Specifically, a UST transitional encoding may be provided
in the transport stream to indicate or signal the transitions between different traffic types and/or flows in the stream, and
thus to track the active or idle state of each flow in the stream. For example, a logical flow in the transported traffic may
correspond to a logical HPF virtual connection or a continuous instance of BEP traffic. Indicating the transitions between
the traffic types and/or flows instead of signaling more detailed information about different traffic activities may reduce
the amount of control information that may be exchanged and hence reduce overhead on the link.
[0024] Further, circuit-switched or connection-oriented traffic, such as TDM traffic, may be frequency or rate adapted
before transporting the traffic using UST, e.g. when the original frequency of the received TDM traffic in the TDM network
is different than the transmission frequency in the UST transport network. Frequency or rate adaptation may be achieved
by over-provisioning the TDM channel (e.g. in the UST transport network) that may be allocated to transport the circuit-
switched traffic and using the excess bandwidth to insert padding and/or TDM control information, e.g. operation, ad-
ministration, and management (OAM) information. For example, the received TDM traffic may be allocated additional
time slots in the periodic time window to add UST transitional encoding, and hence signal such control information.
[0025] FIG. 3 illustrates one embodiment of a UST switch apparatus 300, which may provide transport, switching, and
synchronization for different traffic types, e.g. TDM, HPF, and/or BEP traffic. The UST switch apparatus may comprise
a switch fabric 310 coupled to a plurality of first Ethernet links 320 via a tributary interface 330 and to a plurality of second
Ethernet links 340 via a line interface 350. The first Ethernet links 320 may be coupled to a plurality of first nodes (not
shown) and the second Ethernet links 340 may be coupled to a plurality of second nodes (not shown). The first nodes
and second nodes may be located in the same network, e.g. Ethernet network, or different networks. Using the UST
switch apparatus 300, the traffic may be transported from any of the first nodes to any of the second nodes passing by
the first Ethernet links 320, the tributary interface 330, the switch fabric 310, the line interface 350, and subsequently
the second Ethernet links 340. Additionally or alternatively, traffic may be transported from the second nodes to the first
nodes passing by the second Ethernet links 340, the line interface 350, the switch fabric 310, the tributary interface 330,
and subsequently the first Ethernet link 320.
[0026] The tributary interface 330 may be configured to receive and/or forward different traffic types over the first links
320, e.g. in the original form or format of the traffic. Additionally, the tributary interface 330 may receive and/or send
USTM traffic and/or BEP traffic from/to the switch fabric 310, e.g. via a 10G Attachment Unit Interface (XAUI), a 40G
Attachment Unit Interface (XLAUI), or other interface, such as a BEP-only interface. In an embodiment, the USTM traffic
transported over a XLAUI may be mapped using a T6xb encoding scheme, which may be based on a 64b/66b encoding
format, as described below. Alternatively, the USTM traffic transported over a XAUI may be mapped using a T10b
encoding scheme, which may be based on an 8b/10b encoding format, as shown below. The tributary interface 330
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may also comprise a flow map 332, a flow state table 334, and a time slot (TS) state table 330, which may be used to
track the state of the flows and time slots, as described in detail below.
[0027] The switch fabric 310 may be configured to receive and switch different traffic types from any of the first links
320 and/or the second links 340 and forward the traffic on any of the second links 340 and/or the first link 320. The traffic
may be received and forwarded via the tributary interface 330 and/or the line interface 350. The first links 320 and the
second links 340 may correspond to 100Gigabit (G) Ethernet system, 40G Ethernet, and/or 10G Ethernet systems and
the Ethernet traffic in any of the links may be encoded based on different schemes or formats (e.g. 64b/66b, 8b/10b,
4b/5b, T6xb, and/or T10b). In other embodiments, other arrangements may be used for the switch fabric 310, the tributary
interface 330, the line interface 350, and/or their sub-components.
[0028] The switch fabric 310 may comprise a USTM Demux 316, a flow switch 312 comprising a connection map 315,
and a packet switch 314. The USTM Demux 316 may be configured to receive the USTM traffic from the tributary interface
330 and/or the line interface 350, demultiplex the traffic into TDM traffic, HPF traffic, and/or BEP traffic, and forward the
traffic to the flow switch 312 and/or the packet switch 314. The flow switch 312 may be configured to receive and switch
USTM traffic that may include TDM traffic and/or HPF traffic between the first links 320 and the second links 340. The
connection map 315 may be used to support time-based switching, e.g. for TDM traffic. The packet switch 314 may be
configured to receive and switch BEP traffic between the first links 320 and the second links 340. The USTM Demux
316 may then receive the switched TDM traffic, HPF traffic, and/or BEP traffic from the flow switch 312 and/or the packet
switch 314, multiplex the traffic into USTM traffic, and forward the USTM traffic to the tributary interface 330 and/or the
line interface 350.
[0029] Similar to the tributary interface 330, the line interface 350 may be configured to receive and/or forward different
traffic types over the second links 340 and may receive and/or send USTM traffic and/or BEP traffic from/to the switch
fabric 310. Specifically, the interfaces 340 may carry USTM traffic over the various encoding schemes shown in FIG. 3.
The line interface 350 may comprise a flow map 352, a flow state table 354, and a time slot (TS) state table 356, which
may be used to track the state of the flows and time slots.
[0030] In an embodiment, the UST transitional encoding may be provided using a plurality of control symbols in the
USTM stream, e.g. for padding and/or OAM support. The control symbols may comprise a plurality of single opcodes
for different control functions, which may be used in the time slots in the time window. A multipart opcode may also be
used to provide additional or continued UST signaling in a time slot, e.g. to provide additional or more advanced control
functions. For example, a plurality of multipart opcodes may be used in a time window or a time slot to provide additional
UST signaling. The opcode and multipart opcode may be encoded using a 64b/66b encoding format.
[0031] Table 1 shows a UST transitional signaling for different transition types in the USTM traffic. The UST transitional
signaling may correspond to a T6xb encoding scheme, which is described in detail below. As shown, a set of UST
transition signals may be used for each of the HPF, BEP, and TDM traffic, for instance per time slot, per flow, or per
UST frame. The UST transition signaling may be provided using a single opcode for each transition type, which may
comprise invalid/fill, start of UST frame, HPF active, HPF idle, BEP active, BEP idle, continuity check (CC), and start of
multipart opcode. The invalid/fill opcode or signal may be used in any of the HPF, BEP, and TDM traffic on a time slot
basis. The CC opcode may be used in any of the HPF, BEP, and TDM traffic on a flow basis. The start of UST frame
opcode may be used per each UST frame. For instance, a plurality of consecutive start of UST frame control symbols
may be used to achieve link level error propagation. The HPF active and idle opcodes may be used in the HPF traffic
on a flow basis. The BEP active and idle opcodes may be used in any of the BEP and HPF traffic on a flow basis. The
start of mutipart opcode may be used in any of the HPF, BEP, and TDM traffic on a time slot basis, where multiple
opcodes may be used to indicate the continuation of signaling information.

Table 1: UST transitional signaling.

Description HPF BEP TDM Association

Invalid/Fill √ √ √ Timeslot

Start of UST Frame UST Frame

HPF →  active √ Flow

HPF →  idle √ Flow

BEP →  active √ √ Flow

BEP →  idle √ √ Flow

Continuity Check (CC) √ √ √ Flow

Start of Multipart Opcode √ √ √ Timeslot
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[0032] FIG. 4 illustrates an embodiment of a multipart opcode SU 400, which maybe used to provide continued or
additional signaling information in the USTM traffic. The multipart opcode SU 400 may comprise an octet transmitted
within a time slot. The octet may comprise a signaling field 410, a continuation field 420, and a parity field 430. The
signaling field 410 may comprise an opcode or a multipart opcode and may comprise about six bits (e.g. bit zero to bit
five) that may specify the signaling information. The continuation field 420 may comprise about one bit (e.g. bit 6) and
may be used to indicate whether the multipart opcode SU 400 comprises the last mutipart opcode of the continued
signaling information or is followed by a subsequent octet that comprises more signaling information. For instance, bit
6 may be set to about zero to indicate that the multipart opcode SU 400 comprises the last multipart opcode of the
signaling information or to about one to indicate that the signaling information is continued in another multipart opcode
in a subsequent octet, e.g. in the same or subsequent time slot. The parity field 430 may comprise about one bit (e.g.
bit 7) and may be used to detect errors in the transmitted data.
[0033] The signaling information in the multipart opcode SU 400 may be used to indicate traffic flow setup, flow tear-
down, increased flow bandwidth, decreased flow bandwidth, and/or other traffic related information. As such, a plurality
of multipart opcodes may signal additional operation on a per time slot basis, e.g. in the periodic time windows (e.g.
about 125 ms time windows) subsequent to the initial opcode. The information in the multipart opcodes may comprise
a flow number that indicates the same flow for all the multipart opcodes in the time slot(s). The information in the multipart
opcode SU 400 may comprise information about the destination or egress node for the transported traffic, which may
then be used to determine the next hop. In an embodiment, the multipart opcodes in a plurality of multipart opcode
signaling blocks may be used to provide logical flow-oriented OAM operations, which may be mapped into tagged BEP
and/or HPF packets in the transported stream.
[0034] FIGS. 5A and 5B illustrate an embodiment of an encoding block 500, which may correspond to a T6xb encoding
scheme. The T6xb encoding scheme may be used to multiplex TDM traffic, HPF traffic, BEP traffic, or combinations
thereof using the 64b/66b encoding format, e.g. by mapping each about 66 bits in the stream into about 64 bits. The
64b/66b encoding format may be used for Ethernet networks, such as for about 10G Ethernet, about 40G Ethernet, or
about 100G Ethernet systems. Alternatively, the T6xb encoding scheme may be used to signal transitions in the USTM
traffic, e.g. to maintain a per-flow status for HPF and/or BEP traffic, and thus track the active and idle states of each flow.
[0035] As shown in FIG. 5A, the encoding block 500 may comprise up to about eight octets, e.g. in the USTM traffic,
that correspond to a 64b/66b block. The octets may comprise TDM, HPF, and/or BEP traffic without transitional signal
or information. As such, the encoding block 500 may be preceded by a sync value (e.g. in the transport stream), that
indicates the absence of transition information in the encoding block 500. For example, the sync value may be set to
about one or "01" to indicate that no transition signaling is provided in a subsequent encoding block 500. Alternatively,
at least one octet (e.g. octet 1) in the encoding block 500 may comprise transitional signaling, as shown in FIG. 5B. As
such, the encoding block 500 may be preceded by a sync value (e.g. of about 10) that indicates the presence of transition
information in the encoding block 500. As such, at least a portion of the transition information may be located at the front
of the encoding block 500, e.g. in the first octet of the encoding block 500, as described below.
[0036] In the case of transitional signaling, the encoding block 500 may comprise at least a first octet (e.g. from bit
zero to bit seven) that comprises an opcode field 510, a location field 512, a continuation field 520, and a parity field
530. The opcode field 510 may comprise about three bits (e.g. bit zero to bit two) and may indicate a transitional signal,
e.g. as shown in Table 1 or Table 2 below. The location field 512 may comprise about three bits (e.g. from bit three to
bit five) and may indicate the location of the transition in the traffic. For example, the three bits may indicate the location
in the 64b/66b block in bytes where the traffic transition occurs. The three bits may indicate an integer value from about
zero byte to about seven bytes.
[0037] The continuation field 520 may comprise about one bit (e.g. bit 6) that may be used to indicate whether the
transitional signaling octet is the last in the encoding block 500. For instance, bit 6 may be set to about zero to indicate
that the next octet in the 64b/66b block comprises TDM, HPF, and/or BEP traffic without transitions or to about one to
indicate that the next octet comprises additional signaling information. For example, the next octet in the encoding block
500 may correspond to a multipart opcode signaling block 500. The parity field 530 may comprise about one bit (e.g.
bit 7) and may be used to detect errors in the transmitted data. Table 2 shows another a UST transitional signaling based
on the T6xb encoding scheme. The UST transition signaling may be provided using the opcode fields 510 in the encoding
block 500.
[0038] The opcode fields 510 may be used to indicate a set of UST transition signals, which may comprise idle state,
start of UST frame, HPF start of packet, HPF end of packet, BEP start of packet, BEP end of packet, CC, and start of
multipart opcode. The idle state may be indicated by an opcode value of about zero and may be used in any of the HPF,
BEP, and TDM traffic on a time slot basis. The start of UST frame may be indicated by an opcode value of about one
and may be used per each UST frame. The HPF start of frame and end of frame may be indicated by opcode values of
about two and about three, respectively, and may be used in the HPF traffic on a flow basis. The BEP start of frame and
end of frame may be indicated by opcode values of about four and about five, respectively, and may be used in any of
the BEP and HPF traffic on a flow basis. The CC may be indicated by an opcode value of about six and may be used
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in any of the HPF, BEP, and TDM traffic on a flow basis. The start of mutipart may be indicated by an opcode value of
about seven and may be used in any of the HPF, BEP, and TDM traffic on a time slot basis.

[0039] When a transition is signaled in the encoding block 500, at least one octet in the 64b/66b block may comprise
the signaling information instead of the actual traffic transmitted. In this case, the actual traffic may be offset by a quantity
of bytes that correspond to the quantity of octets used for signaling. Thus, the octets that succeed the signaling octets
in the 64b/66b block and that comprise TDM, HPF, and/or BEP traffic may be offset by at least about one byte and at
most about seven bytes. When the 64b/66b block is received, the original position and values of the traffic, which may
be offset due to adding the transition information, may be extrapolated from the transitional signaling fields or octets.
For instance, when a TDM traffic in a 64b/66b block is demultiplexed, the corresponding octets may be restored to their
respective positions (e.g. with respect to a transmission time window) before further processing. Using the encoding
block 500, the originally transmitted traffic may be shifted at most by about seven octets and within a single 64b/66b
block. Consequently, a relatively small amount of buffering may be required to realign a flow at the destination node.
For example, a buffer size of about 8 octets may be sufficient, which may not add substantial latency or delay in the
data stream.
[0040] FIG. 6 illustrates an embodiment of an encoding SU 600, which may be used to transport USTM traffic or
provide transitional signaling. The encoding SU 600 may correspond to a T9b encoding format, which may comprise
about eight bits followed by one additional signaling bit and may be used in about nine-bit wide data paths. For example,
the T9b encoding format may be used in a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) or application-specific integrated
circuit (ASIC) switching component. The T9b encoding format may be used instead of the 64b/66b encoding format to
provide more signaling information, e.g. per block, and thus reduce the amount of look-up information or control structures
(e.g. look-up tables) and/or resources that may be needed to process the signaling information in the USTM traffic. In
an embodiment, the encoding SU 600 may have a bandwidth of about 64 Kilobytes per second (Kb/s), e.g. based on a
time window of about 125 ms.
[0041] Similar to the octets of the encoding block 500, the encoding SU 600 may comprise USTM traffic or alternatively
transition information. Specifically, the encoding SU 600 may comprise about nine bits, where a first portion 602 may
comprise about eight bits (e.g. B0 to B8) and a second portion 604 may comprise the remaining signaling bit (e.g. Bs).
The first portion 602 may comprise TDM, HPF, or BEP traffic. Alternatively, the first portion 602 may comprise similar
signaling and other information as the opcode field 510, the location field 512, and the continuation field 520 in the
encoding block 500. The second portion 604 may comprise about one parity bit (e.g. bit 7) and may be used to detect
errors in the transmitted data. The parity bit may be used to implement a parity check for the remaining bits in the first
portion 602. Additionally, the parity bit may be used to check whether the encoding SU 600 comprises traffic data or
signaling (or control) information. For instance, if the quantity of one-bits in the encoding SU 600 including the parity bit
Bs is odd, then the encoding SU 600 may be a data SU. Otherwise, the encoding SU 600 may be a control SU.
[0042] In the case of a control SU, the first portion 602 may comprise any of a plurality of opcodes that indicates the
transitional signals in Table 1 or Table 2. The first portion 602 may also indicate other transitional information using other
opcodes. Since a relatively small number of opcodes, e.g. about eight, may be used in the first portion 602, the T9b
encoding format may provide additional codes that may be used in the encoding SU 600, for instance to provide efficient
error detection. The bit encoding in the opcodes or codes that may be used in the first portion 602 may be selected or
determined such that to provide sufficient distance between the bit sequences or codes. Thus, the detection capabilities
using the parity bit may be improved.
[0043] FIG. 7 illustrates an embodiment of an encoding SU 700, which may correspond to a T10b encoding scheme.

Table 2: UST transitional signaling using T6xb encoding.

Opcode Description HPF BEP TDM Association

0 Idle √ √ √ Timeslot

1 Start_of_UST_Frame UST Frame

2 HPF_Start_of_Packet √ Flow

3 HPF_End_of_Packet √ Flow

4 BEP_Start_of_Packet √ √ Flow

5 BEP_End_of_Packet √ √ Flow

6 Continuity_Check (CC) √ √ √ Flow

7 Start_of_Multipart_Opcode √ √ √ Timeslot
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The T10b encoding scheme may be used to multiplex TDM traffic, HPF traffic, BEP traffic, or combinations thereof using
the 8b/10b encoding format, e.g. by mapping each about 10 bits in the stream into about eight bits. The 8b/10b encoding
format may be used in a Gigabit Ethernet system or a 10 Gigabit XAUI, which may be used to transport Ethernet data
within a backplane. Alternatively, the T10b encoding scheme may be used to signal transitions in the USTM traffic. The
T10b encoding format may be used instead of the 64b/66b encoding format and the T9b encoding format to provide
more signaling information, e.g. per block, and thus reduce the amount of control structures and/or resources in the switch.
[0044] Similar to the octets of the encoding block 500, the encoding SU 700 may comprise traffic data or control (e.g.
transitional or signaling) opcodes. Specifically, the encoding SU 700 may comprise about 10 bits, which may be used
to indicate the traffic data or the control opcodes, such as the transitional signals in Table 1, Table 2, or Table 3 below.
In an embodiment, the traffic data in the encoding SU 700 may be encoded using at least some of the standard 8b/10b
data symbols and the control opcodes may be encoded using a specified set of 8b/10b control symbols.
[0045] FIG. 8 and Table 3 show an example of the set of 8b/10b control symbols 800 that may be used as control
opcodes in the encoding SU 700. FIG. 8 shows a set of suitable control opcodes that may be selected from a plurality
of 8b/10b control symbols 800 to indicate different transition types. The selected control opcodes may correspond to
about eight code groups (e.g. K28.1, K28.2, K28.3, K28.4, K28.5, K28.6, K29.7, and K30.7) that may be used as indicated
by the shaded blocks. Table 3 summarizes the transition types that may be indicates by the selected control opcodes.
Fig. 8 and Table 3 illustrate one set of control opcodes that may be selected from the 8b/10b control symbols 800 to
indicate different transition types, but other sets that comprise other control opcodes from the 8b/10b control symbols
800 may be used in other embodiments.

[0046] In an embodiment, to process the signaling information in the USTM traffic and handle the encoding formats
above, the switch may maintain a control structure, such as a flow map and/or a time slot (TS) state table, for instance
in a memory component or database storage. The control structure may be used to track the states of the traffic flows
or the time slots in the USTM data stream, for example to allow the reuse of the HPF allocated time slots by BEP traffic
when the HPF traffic is idle. Additionally, the control structure may support establishing data flows, tearing down data
flows, increasing the bandwidths of the flows, and/or decreasing the bandwidths. The control structure may also be used
to remember and recall a previous state of a flow when interrupted by an idle symbol (or opcode).
[0047] FIG. 9 illustrates an embodiment of a flow map 900, which may be a control structure used to handle the USTM
traffic. The flow map 900 may comprise a plurality of entries that map a plurality of time slots, e.g. in a periodic time
window. For instance, the flow map 900 may comprise about N entries (N is an integer) that correspond to about N time
slot in the periodic time window. Each entry in the flow map 900 may comprise a flow number field 902, which may
comprise a flow identifier (ID) that indicates a flow in the USTM data stream, and a parity field 904, which may be used
to check parity. For instance, the flow number field 902 may comprise about 17 bits (e.g. from bit zero to bit 16) and the
parity field 904 may comprise about one bit (e.g. bit seven). As such, the flow map 900 may support about 128,000 flows
in the data stream, which may be sufficient to support about 100G Ethernet systems. The flow number field 902 may
be increased in length (e.g. in quantity of bits) to support a larger number of flows if desired. The flows may correspond
to HPF traffic flows or BEP traffic flows.
[0048] Table 4 shows a flow numbering scheme that comprises a set of flow numbers or IDs, which may be used to
indicate different types of traffic flows in the data stream (e.g. assignment). The different types of traffic flows may
comprise un-assigned traffic (e.g. BEP traffic), Do Not Use (DNU) traffic, and HPF/TDM traffic. Some of the flow numbers
may not be used and/or may be reserved for future use. The flow map 900 may be updated locally, e.g. using software,
or dynamically by sending OAM signaling embedded in the time slots. For instance, the flow map 900 may be updated

Table 3: UST transitional signaling using T10b encoding.

8b/10b Code Description HPF BEP TDM Association

K28.5 Idle √ √ √ Timeslot

K28.1 Start_of_UST_Frame UST Frame

K28.2 HPF_Start_of_Packet √ Flow

K28.3 HPF_End_of_Packet √ Flow

K28.4 BEP_Start_of_Packet √ √ Flow

K29.7 BEP_End_of_Packet √ √ Flow

K28.6 Continuity_Check (CC) √ √ √ Flow

K30.7 Start_of_Multipart_Opcode √ √ √ Timeslot
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using multipart opcodes (e.g. multipart opcode SU 400) to establish a flow, tear down a flow, increase a flow’s bandwidth,
decrease a flow’s bandwidth, or combinations thereof.

[0049] Table 5 illustrates an embodiment of an entry in a TS state table, which may be another control structure used
to handle the USTM traffic. Specifically, the TS state table may be used to specify the state of each time slot in the data
stream and may comprise an entry for each time slot. The entry may comprise about two bits (e.g. bit zero and bit one),
which may each be assigned one of two values to indicate different TS states and different traffic types. For instance,
bit zero may be set to about zero to indicate a default TS state or to about one to indicate an OAM pending state.
Additionally, bit one may be set to about zero to indicate packet based traffic or to about one to indicate TDM based
traffic. In another embodiment, Table 5 or the information in Table 5 may be included in the flow map 900 and/or Table 4.

[0050] Table 6 shows an embodiment of the flow state table, which may be used to keep track of the state of each
flow in the data stream. The flow state table may comprise an entry for each flow to indicate its corresponding state. For
instance, each entry may comprise a flow number that identifies a flow and a flow state value. The flow state value may
be indicated using about two bits (e.g. bit zero and bit one). Table 7 illustrates the flow state values that may be used
to indicate different states for the flows, e.g. idle, bearer packet active, OAM packet active, and reserved/spare.
[0051] In an embodiment, the USTM traffic may have a granularity equal to about 64 Kb/s, e.g. where the smallest
data block size may be equal to about 64 Kb/s. However, in other embodiments, the USTM traffic granularity may be
equal to an integer multiple of about 64 Kb/s. Further, the time slots in the data stream may have a granularity of a
SONET/SDH column, e.g. about nine bytes per each 125 ms time window. As such, the same two bits may be used
about nine times within the 125 ms time window. Such granularity configuration may reduce logic size and thus reduce
cost of implementing flow and time slot maps and/or other control structures.

Table 4: Flow numbering.

Flow Number Assignment

0 Un-assigned (BEP)

1 DNU

2 Reserved

3 Reserved

4 Reserved

5 Reserved

6 Reserved

7 Reserved

8

HPF / TDM

N

Table 5: TS state table entry.

Bit Value TS State

0 0 Default

0 1 OAM Pending

1 0 Packet

1 1 TDM

Table 6: Flow state table.

Flow Number 0 1

0 Flow State

1 Flow State
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[0052] In an embodiment, the USTM switching system (e.g. the UST switch apparatus 300) may support a floating
time window (e.g. of about 125 ms) and the insertion of idle traffic or time slots to provide rate adaptation for the different
traffic types. For instance, the rate adaptation may be implemented in the line interface cards, e.g. the tributary interface
330, the line interface 350, and/or other network interfaces. As such, the floating time window may support node-to-
node frequency adaptation at the link level. Further, idle cycles (or time slots) may be inserted at any time or location in
the USTM data stream to suspend the processing of the data stream and/or provide rate adaptation at the logical flow
level. The idle cycles may be inserted for TDM, HPF, and/or BEP traffic, e.g. within or between packets.
[0053] In another embodiment, the UST switching system may support a periodic time window (e.g. of about 125 ms),
hardware-supported flow map and TS state update, and synchronization mechanisms to provide hitless dynamic band-
width management. As such, bandwidth management, flow establishment, and flow tear-down may be implemented
using OAM codes, as described above. For instance, a node may transmit a multipart opcode to the switch, e.g. on a
per-timeslot basis, which may indicate the operation to be performed and the associated flow number. After transmitting
the flow number and other parameters, the flow number may be loaded on the next time window, e.g. the next 125 ms
boundary. Alternatively, an acknowledgement may be generated and sent by the switch in response to receiving the
flow number and other parameters.
[0054] FIG. 10 illustrates an embodiment of a UST signaling method 1000, which may be used to transport data in a
USTM data stream and provide transition information in the transmitted USTM data stream. The data transported in the
USTM data stream may correspond to a plurality of flows and/or traffic types, which may be forwarded from at least one
source node. The UST signaling method 1000 may be implemented by a UST switching system, such as the UST switch
apparatus 300, where the different steps in the method 1000 may be implemented by any of the components of the
apparatus 300.
[0055] The method 1000 may begin at block 1002, where a data in a flow may be received. For instance, the tributary
interface 330 may receive data in a flow from one of the first links 320, e.g. 100G Ethernet data based on the 64b/66b
encoding format. Additionally or alternatively, the tributary interface 330 may receive TDM traffic data, e.g. from a
SONET/SDH network. At block 1004, the flow may be identified using a flow map. For instance, the tributary interface
330 may obtain a flow ID from the data that indicates the flow of the received data. The flow ID or number may match
an entry in the flow map 332. At block 1008, the method 1000 may determine whether the state of the flow has changed.
If the state of the flow has changed, such as from idle to active, then the method 1000 may proceed to block 1010.
Otherwise, the method 1000 may proceed to block 1014.
[0056] At block 1010, transitional signaling may be sent in the USTM data stream. The transitional signaling may be
added to the USTM stream using an opcode, e.g. based on any of the UST encoding schemes described above. The
transitional signaling may specify the transition type that occurred in the flow of the received data. At block 1012, the
flow state table and/or the TS state table may be updated. For instance, the entry in the flow state table (e.g. Table 6)
that corresponds to the flow of the data, e.g. that comprises the same flow ID the data, may be updated to indicate the
current changed state of the flow. Additionally or alternatively, an entry in the TS state table (e.g. Table 5) that corresponds
to the time slot allocated for the data may be updated to indicate the current changed state.
[0057] At block 1014, the data may be sent in the USTM data stream, e.g. in a single link to a switch fabric (e.g. the
switch fabric 310). For instance, the tributary interface 330 may send the data in the allocated time slot in the USTM
stream over a XLAUI or XAUI interface. At block 1016, the method 1000 may determine whether to continue, e.g. whether
there are more data to be received. The method 1000 may return to block 1002 if the reception of data continues.

(continued)

Flow Number 0 1

N Flow State

Table 7: Flow states.

Flow State Value Definition

0 Idle

1 Bearer Packet Active

2 OAM Packet Active

3 Reserved / Spare
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Otherwise, the method 1000 may end.
[0058] The components described above may be operated in conjunction with any general-purpose network compo-
nent, such as a computer or network component with sufficient processing power, memory resources, and network
throughput capability to handle the necessary workload placed upon it. FIG. 11 illustrates a typical, general-purpose
network component 1100 suitable for implementing one or more embodiments of the components disclosed herein. The
network component 1100 may include a processor 1102 (which may be referred to as a central processor unit or CPU)
that is in communication with any memory devices including secondary storage 1104, read only memory (ROM) 1106,
random access memory (RAM) 1108, input/output (I/O) devices 1110, and network connectivity devices 1112, or com-
binations thereof. The processor 1102 may be implemented as one or more CPU chips, or may be part of one or more
ASICs. The secondary storage 1104 is typically comprised of one or more disk drives or other storage devices and is
used for non-volatile storage of data and as an over-flow data storage device if RAM 1108 is not large enough to hold
all working data. Secondary storage 1104 may be used to store programs that are loaded into RAM 1108 when such
programs are selected for execution. The ROM 1106 is used to store instructions and perhaps data that are read during
program execution. ROM 1106 is a non-volatile memory device that typically has a small memory capacity relative to
the larger memory capacity of secondary storage 1104. The RAM 1108 is used to store volatile data and perhaps to
store instructions. Access to both ROM 1106 and RAM 1108 is typically faster than to secondary storage 1104.
[0059] At least one embodiment is disclosed and variations, combinations, and/or modifications of the embodiment(s)
and/or features of the embodiment(s) made by a person having ordinary skill in the art are within the scope of the
disclosure. Alternative embodiments that result from combining, integrating, and/or omitting features of the embodi-
ment(s) are also within the scope of the disclosure. Where numerical ranges or limitations are expressly stated, such
express ranges or limitations should be understood to include iterative ranges or limitations of like magnitude falling
within the expressly stated ranges or limitations. For example, whenever a numerical range with a lower limit, R1, and
an upper limit, Ru, is disclosed, any number falling within the range is specifically disclosed. In particular, the following
numbers within the range are specifically disclosed: R = R1 + k * (Ru - R1), wherein k is a variable ranging from 1 percent
to 100 percent with a 1 percent increment, i.e., k is 1 percent, 2 percent, 3 percent, 4 percent, 5 percent, ..., 50 percent,
51 percent, 52 percent, ..., 95 percent, 96 percent, 97 percent, 98 percent, 99 percent, or 100 percent. Moreover, any
numerical range defined by two R numbers as defined in the above is also specifically disclosed. Use of the term
"optionally" with respect to any element of a claim means that the element is required, or alternatively, the element is
not required, both alternatives being within the scope of the claim. Use of broader terms such as comprises, includes,
and having should be understood to provide support for narrower terms such as consisting of, consisting essentially of,
and comprised substantially of. Accordingly, the scope of protection is not limited by the description set out above but
is defined by the claims that follow, that scope including all equivalents of the subject matter of the claims. Each and
every claim is incorporated as further disclosure into the specification and the claims are embodiment(s) of the present
disclosure. The discussion of a reference in the disclosure is not an admission that it is prior art, especially any reference
that has a publication date after the priority date of this application.
[0060] While several embodiments have been provided in the present disclosure, it should be understood that the
disclosed systems and methods might be embodied in many other specific forms without departing from the spirit or
scope of the present disclosure. The present examples are to be considered as illustrative and not restrictive, and the
intention is not to be limited to the details given herein. For example, the various elements or components may be
combined or integrated in another system or certain features may be omitted, or not implemented.
[0061] In addition, techniques, systems, subsystems, and methods described and illustrated in the various embodi-
ments as discrete or separate may be combined or integrated with other systems, modules, techniques, or methods
without departing from the scope of the present disclosure. Other items shown or discussed as coupled or directly
coupled or communicating with each other may be indirectly coupled or communicating through some interface, device,
or intermediate component whether electrically, mechanically, or otherwise. Other examples of changes, substitutions,
and alterations are ascertainable by one skilled in the art and could be made without departing from the scope disclosed
herein.

Claims

1. An apparatus comprising:

a switch fabric (310) coupled to a plurality of interfaces and configured to switch a universal service transport
(UST) multiplexing (USTM) data stream received from one of the interfaces to at least some of the other
interfaces,
wherein the switch fabric (310) comprises means for receiving the USTM data stream, wherein the USTM data
stream comprises a plurality of time slots, a packet-switched traffic, a circuit-switched traffic, and a data type
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transition indicator that separates the circuit-switched traffic from the packet-switched traffic,
the data type transition indicator indicates a change of state between the packet-switched traffic and the circuit-
switched traffic,
the switch fabric (310) further comprises means for separating the circuit-switched traffic and the packet-switched
traffic using the data type transition indicator, a first switch for switching the circuit-switched traffic, and a second
switch for switching the packet-switched traffic,
characterized in that the data type transition indicator is provided using opcode fields (510) in an encoding
block (500), the opcode fields (510) are used to indicate a set of UST transition signals, which comprises start
and end of different traffic streams.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the data type transition indicator in the USTM data stream indicates a start of the
packet-switched traffic or the circuit-switched traffic that follows the data type transition indicator in the data stream.

3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the packet-switched traffic comprises best-effort packet, BEP, traffic, wherein
the circuit-switched traffic comprises time-division multiplexing, TDM, traffic, and high performance flow, HPF, traffic,
and wherein the TDM traffic, the HPF traffic, and the BEP traffic are multiplexed using a TDM scheme in the USTM
data stream.

4. The apparatus of claim 3, wherein a first set of assigned time slots within a time window is allocated to the HPF
traffic, a second set of assigned time slots within the time window is allocated to the TDM traffic, and a set of
unassigned time slots within the time window is allocated to the BEP traffic.

5. The apparatus of claims 3 or 4, wherein the data type transition indicator in the USTM data stream further indicates
a transition between active state and idle state for a flow of the HPF traffic.

6. A method, characterized by, comprising:

receiving a universal service transport (UST) multiplexing (USTM) data stream comprising a plurality of timeslots,
a packet-switched traffic, a circuit-switched traffic, and a data type transition indicator that separates the circuit-
switched traffic from the packet-switched traffic, wherein the data type transition indicator indicates a change
of state between the circuit-switched traffic and the packet-switched traffic;
separating the circuit-switched traffic and the packet-switched traffic using the data type transition indicator; and
switching the circuit-switched traffic in a first switch and the packet-switched traffic in a second switch,
characterized in that the data type transition indicator is provided using opcode fields in an encoding block,
the opcode fields are used to indicate a set of UST transition signals, which comprises start and end of different
traffic streams.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the USTM data stream comprises a plurality of encoding signaling units (SUs), and
wherein each encoding SU comprises a multipart opcode that indicates additional transition information, a contin-
uation field that is set to indicate a last multipart opcode or a subsequent multipart opcode in a subsequent encoding
SU, and a parity bit.

8. The method of claim 6, wherein the USTM data stream comprises a T6xb encoding block based on a 64b/66b
encoding format, and wherein the T6xb encoding block comprises about eight octets, wherein at least a first octet
in the T6xb encoding block comprises a control opcode that indicates transition information, and wherein the T6xb
encoding block is preceded by a sync value that indicates the presence of the control opcode in the T6xb encoding
block.

9. The method of claim 6, wherein the USTM data stream comprises a T9b encoding signaling unit (SU) that comprises
about nine bits, and wherein the T9b signaling unit comprises a control opcode that indicates transition information
and a signaling bit that is used to detect any errors in the T9b encoding signaling unit and the presence of the control
opcode.

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung, umfassend:
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eine Switchfabric (310), die mit einer Mehrzahl von Schnittstellen gekoppelt und so konfiguriert ist, dass sie
einen universellen Diensttransport(UST)-Multiplex(USTM)-Datenstrom, der von einer der Schnittstellen emp-
fangen wird, wenigstens zu einigen der anderen Schnittstellen vermittelt,
wobei die Switchfabric (310) Mittel zum Empfangen des USTM-Datenstroms umfasst, wobei der USTM-Daten-
strom eine Mehrzahl von Zeitschlitzen, einen paketvermittelten Verkehr, einen leitungsvermittelten Verkehr und
einen Datentypübergangsindikator umfasst, der den leitungsvermittelten Verkehr vom paketvermittelten Verkehr
trennt,
der Datentypübergangsindikator eine Änderung des Zustands zwischen dem paketvermittelten Verkehr und
dem leitungsvermittelten Verkehr anzeigt,
die Switchfabric (310) ferner Mittel zum Trennen des leitungsvermittelten Verkehrs und des paketvermittelten
Verkehrs unter Verwendung des Datentypübergangsindikators, einen ersten Switch zum Vermitteln des lei-
tungsvermittelten Verkehrs und einen zweiten Switch zum Vermitteln des paketvermittelten Verkehrs umfasst,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Datentypübergangsindikator unter Verwendung von Opcode-Feldern
(510) in einem Codierblock (500) bereitgestellt wird, wobei die Opcode-Felder (510) verwendet werden, um
einen Satz von UST-Übergangssignalen anzuzeigen, welcher Start und Ende von verschiedenen Verkehrs-
strömen umfasst.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Datentypübergangsindikator im USTM-Datenstrom einen Start des paket-
vermittelten Verkehrs oder des leitungsvermittelten Verkehrs anzeigt, der auf den Datentypübergangsindikator im
Datenstrom folgt.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der paketvermittelte Verkehr "Best-Effort"-Paket, BEP, -Verkehr umfasst, wobei
der leitungsvermittelte Verkehr Zeitmultiplex, TDM, -Verkehr und Hochleistungsfluss, HPF, -Verkehr umfasst, und
wobei der TDM-Verkehr, der HPF-Verkehr und der BEP-Verkehr unter Verwendung eines TDM-Schemas im USTM-
Datenstrom gemultiplext werden.

4. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 3, wobei ein erster Satz von zugeordneten Zeitschlitzen innerhalb eines Zeitfensters
dem HPF-Verkehr zugeteilt wird, ein zweiter Satz von zugeordneten Zeitschlitzen innerhalb des Zeitfensters dem
TDM-Verkehr zugeteilt wird, und ein Satz von nicht zugeordneten Zeitschlitzen innerhalb des Zeitfensters dem BEP-
Verkehr zugeteilt wird.

5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, wobei der Datentypübergangsindikator im USTM-Datenstrom ferner einen
Übergang zwischen einem aktiven Zustand und einem Ruhezustand für einen Fluss des HPF-Verkehrs anzeigt.

6. Verfahren, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass es umfasst:

Empfangen eines universellen Diensttransport(UST)-Multiplex(USTM)-Datenstroms, der eine Mehrzahl von
Zeitschlitzen, einen paketvermittelten Verkehr, einen leitungsvermittelten Verkehr und einen Datentypüber-
gangsindikator umfasst, der den leitungsvermittelten vom paketvermittelten Verkehr trennt, wobei der Daten-
typübergangsindikator eine Änderung des Zustands zwischen dem leitungsvermittelten Verkehr und dem pa-
ketvermittelten Verkehr anzeigt;
Trennen des leitungsvermittelten Verkehrs und des paketvermittelten Verkehrs unter Verwendung des Daten-
typübergangsindikators; und
Vermitteln des leitungsvermittelten Verkehrs in einem ersten Switch und des paketvermittelten Verkehrs in
einem zweiten Switch,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Datentypübergangsindikator unter Verwendung von Opcode-Feldern in
einem Codierblock bereitgestellt wird, wobei die Opcode-Felder verwendet werden, um einen Satz von UST-
Übergangssignalen anzuzeigen, welcher Start und Ende von verschiedenen Verkehrsströmen umfasst.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, wobei der USTM-Datenstrom eine Mehrzahl von codierenden Signalisierungseinheiten
(SUs) umfasst, und wobei jede codierende SU einen mehrteiligen Opcode, der zusätzliche Übergangsinformationen
anzeigt, ein Fortsetzungsfeld, das zum Anzeigen eines letzten mehrteiligen Opcodes oder eines nachfolgenden
mehrteiligen Opcodes in einer nachfolgenden codierenden SU gesetzt ist, und ein Paritätsbit umfasst.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, wobei der USTM-Datenstrom einen T6xb-Codierblock basierend auf einem 64b/66b-
Codierformat umfasst, und wobei der T6xb-Codierblock etwa acht Oktette umfasst, wobei mindestens ein erstes
Oktett im T6xb-Codierblock einen Steuer-Opcode umfasst, der Übergangsinformationen anzeigt, und wobei dem
T6xb-Codierblock ein Sync-Wert vorangeht, der das Vorhandensein des Steuer-Opcodes im T6xb-Codierblock
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anzeigt.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, wobei der USTM-Datenstrom eine T9b-Codierungs-Signalisierungseinheit (SU) um-
fasst, die etwa neun Bits umfasst, und wobei die T9b-Signalisierungseinheit einen Steuer-Opcode, der Übergangs-
informationen anzeigt, und ein Signalisierungsbit umfasst, das zum Erkennen jeglicher Fehler in der T9b-Codierungs-
Signalisierungseinheit und des Vorhandenseins des Steuer-Opcodes verwendet wird.

Revendications

1. Appareil comprenant :

une matrice de commutation (310) couplée à une pluralité d’interfaces et configurée pour commuter un flux de
données de multiplexage de transport de service universel UST (USTM) reçu à partir d’une des interfaces vers
au moins certaines des autres interfaces,
la matrice de commutation (310) comportant des moyens destinés à recevoir le flux de données USTM, le flux
de données USTM comportant une pluralité d’intervalles de temps, un trafic à commutation de paquets, un
trafic à commutation de circuits, et un indicateur de transition de type de données qui sépare le trafic à com-
mutation de circuits du trafic à commutation de paquets,
l’indicateur de transition de type de données indiquant un changement d’état entre le trafic à commutation de
paquets et le trafic à commutation de circuits,
la matrice de commutation (310) comportant en outre des moyens destinés à séparer le trafic à commutation
de circuits du trafic à commutation de paquets en utilisant l’indicateur de transition de type de données, un
premier commutateur destiné à commuter le trafic à commutation de circuits, et un deuxième commutateur
destiné à commuter le trafic à commutation de paquets,
caractérisé en ce que l’indicateur de transition de type de données est fourni à l’aide de champs de code
opération (510) dans un bloc de codage (500), les champs de code opération (510) étant utilisés pour indiquer
un ensemble de signaux de transition UST, qui comporte un début et une fin de différents flux de trafic.

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’indicateur de transition de type de données dans le flux de données
USTM indique un début du trafic à commutation de paquets ou du trafic à commutation de circuits qui suit l’indicateur
de transition de type de données dans le flux de données.

3. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le trafic à commutation de paquets comprend un trafic de paquets
de meilleur effort BEP, le trafic à commutation de circuits comportant un trafic à multiplexage par répartition temporelle
TDM, et un trafic de flux hautes performances HPF, et le trafic TDM, le trafic HPF et le trafic BEP étant multiplexés
en utilisant un schéma TDM dans le flux de données USTM.

4. Appareil selon la revendication 3, dans lequel un premier ensemble d’intervalles de temps affectés à l’intérieur d’une
fenêtre de temps est attribué au trafic HPF, un deuxième ensemble d’intervalles de temps affectés à l’intérieur de
la fenêtre de temps est attribué au trafic TDM, et un ensemble d’intervalles de temps non affectés à l’intérieur de
la fenêtre de temps est attribué au trafic BEP.

5. Appareil selon les revendications 3 ou 4, dans lequel l’indicateur de transition de type de données dans le flux de
données USTM indique en outre une transition entre un état actif et un état inactif pour un flux du trafic HPF.

6. Procédé, caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend les étapes suivantes :

recevoir un flux de données de multiplexage de transport de service universel UST (USTM) comportant une
pluralité d’intervalles de temps, un trafic à commutation de paquets, un trafic à commutation de circuits, et un
indicateur de transition de type de données qui sépare le trafic à commutation de circuits du trafic à commutation
de paquets, l’indicateur de transition de type de données indiquant un changement d’état entre le trafic à
commutation de circuits et le trafic à commutation de paquets ;
séparer le trafic à commutation de circuits et le trafic à commutation de paquets en utilisant l’indicateur de
transition de type de données ; et
commuter le trafic à commutation de circuits dans un premier commutateur et le trafic à commutation de paquets
dans un deuxième commutateur,
caractérisé en ce que l’indicateur de transition de type de données est fourni à l’aide de champs de code
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opération dans un bloc de codage, les champs de code opération étant utilisés pour indiquer un ensemble de
signaux de transition UST, qui comporte un début et une fin de différents flux de trafic.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel le flux de données USTM comprend une pluralité d’unités de signa-
lisation (SU) de codage, et chaque SU de codage comportant un code opération multipartie qui indique des infor-
mations de transition additionnelles, un champ de continuation qui est positionné pour indiquer un dernier code
opération multipartie ou un code opération multipartie subséquent dans une SU de codage subséquente, et un bit
de parité.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel le flux de données USTM comprend un bloc de codage T6xb basé
sur un format de codage 64b/66b, et le bloc de codage T6xb comportant environ huit octets, au moins un premier
octet dans le bloc de codage T6xb comportant un code opération de contrôle qui indique des informations de
transition, et le bloc de codage T6xb étant précédé par une valeur de synchronisation qui indique la présence du
code opération de contrôle dans le bloc de codage T6xb.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel le flux de données USTM comprend une unité de signalisation (SU)
de codage T9b qui comporte environ neuf bits, et l’unité de signalisation T9b comportant un code opération de
contrôle qui indique des informations de transition et un bit de signalisation qui est utilisé pour détecter des erreurs
dans l’unité de signalisation de codage T9b et la présence du code opération de contrôle.
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